Abstract: Race walking has been theoretically described as a walking gait in which no flight time is allowed and high travelling speed, comparable to running (3.6–4.2 m s\(^{-1}\)), is achieved. The aim of this study was to mechanically understand such a “hybrid gait” by analysing the ground reaction forces (GRFs) generated in a wide range of race walking speeds, while comparing them to running and walking. Fifteen athletes race-walked on an instrumented walkway (4 m) and three-dimensional GRFs were recorded at 1000 Hz. Subjects were asked to performed three self-selected speeds corresponding to a low, medium and high speed. Peak forces increased with speeds and medio-lateral and braking peaks were higher than in walking and running, whereas the vertical peaks were higher than walking but lower than running. Vertical GRF traces showed two characteristic patterns: one resembling the “M-shape” of walking and the second characterised by a first peak and a subsequent plateau. These different patterns were not related to the athletes’ performance level. The analysis of the body centre of mass trajectory, which reaches its vertical minimum at mid-stance, showed that race walking should be considered a bouncing gait regardless of the presence or absence of a flight phase.
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the ground reaction forces recorded during a stride, it is also possible to represent the “locomotor signature” by showing the Lissajous contour [12] also for race walking gait.

Race walking is an Olympic discipline where athletes are required to complete the distance in the shortest time according to two constrains: no flight time can occur between steps and the knee has to be locked in extension from touch down to mid-stance. This rule induces race walking to manage a different kinematics compared with walking and running that causes, also, somewhat different ground reaction forces patterns [13–15]. However, race walking dynamics have been less studied when compared with walking and running [16], and often investigations have been focused on one speed only, missing potentially relevant information about velocity generation.

The aim of this study was to analyse the ground reaction forces and BCoM trajectory during race walking on a wide range of speeds and to compare the three components of GRFs (i.e., forward, lateral, vertical) with walking and running.

2. Materials and Methods

Fifteen male athletes (mean ± SD, 23.0 ± 5.5 years old, 1.78 ± 0.05 m height, 64.7 ± 5.2 kg body mass and with a 10,000 m personal best of 44:26 ± 3:34 min:s) participated in this study. All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Milan.

The “dynamometric corridor” was composed of five 3D strain gauge platforms (Bertec, USA) in order to obtain a 4 m long and 0.4 m wide footpath placed in the middle of a 40 m walkway where athletes could race walk at a constant speed. Athletes were asked to perform three trials at each self-chosen low, medium and high speed, hence, each subject completed 9 trials.

Ground reaction forces were recorded at 1000 Hz and normalised to athlete’s body weight (BW) and as a percentage of stance time. Stance phase was defined using a 10 N threshold on vertical (FZ) force. The inversion between braking and propulsive on antero-posterior (FX) force was set when the force from negative (braking) became positive (propulsive). Speeds were clustered when within 3% of the target speed (2.78, 3.06, 3.33, 3.61, 3.89, 4.17 m s⁻¹), similar to the cluster used in Nillson and Thorstensson [17]. Walking and running GRF values were also taken from the Nillson and Thorstensson [17] study for comparison purposes.

The BCoM position was computed by double integration of the 3D acceleration, obtained by the force signal, according to Cavagna [10]; the integration constants were calculated as described in the Appendix of Saibene and Minetti [18]. The obtained BCoM trajectory was transformed in local coordinates (as the sampling occurred over an instrumented treadmill). The resulting 3D contour included several consequent strides, each of which was forced to become a closed loop and centred on (0, 0, 0) by subtracting average 3D coordinates to allow a description based on a Fourier Series with 6 harmonics [12]. Walking and running BCoM data were extracted from our cumulated database on subjects matched for anthropometry and age (n = 10).

Statistical differences across speeds and multiple peaks were tested by a two-way ANOVA using a Bonferroni post-hoc test, whereas differences between the two main gait patterns (see Results) were tested using a t-test and the significant level was set at p < 0.05 (SPSS 19, IBM).

3. Results

Mean curves of vertical (Fz), antero-posterior (Fx) and medio-lateral (Fy) ground reaction forces during race walking stance phase are presented in Figure 1. Subjects were clustered in two different groups according to different Fz curves: (i) M shape (Figure 1) that was similar to walking, displaying two peaks and a valley and (ii) N shape (Figure 1) that showed a huge first peak followed by a plateau. The Fx curve showed a first negative braking peak and a smaller propulsive peak near the end of stance phase, without substantial differences on the Fx curve among the two groups. Braking and propulsive impulse (i.e., the area of the two phases delimited by the abscissa at 0 value) were always very similar
denoting a substantially constant inter-strides speed. The Fy curves were averaged between right and left stance since they were specular with no significant differences. After a first medial small peak, the force was lateral, medial at mid stance and lateral again at two-thirds of the stance. The two groups reached the first lateral peak with two different shapes, more consistently for the M shape group.
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**Figure 1.** Ground reaction force traces (as a fraction of body weight, BW) in the three axes (vertical, antero-posterior and medio-lateral axis from top to bottom) at increasing speed (m s\(^{-1}\)) are shown. Right and left columns represent the M shape and N shape vertical force patterns, respectively.

In Figure 2, vertical (Fz) peaks and valleys in race walking, walking and running [17] are presented. When analysing the M shape group, the first peak was higher than walking, whereas the second was comparable, and the valley instead was much higher in race walking than in walking without falling under the BW value. In the M shape group, the first Fz peak was always significantly higher (\(p < 0.001\)) than the second. The N shape Fz peak was slightly higher than the M shape, with significant difference only at 2.78 m s\(^{-1}\) (\(p < 0.01\)) and 3.61 m s\(^{-1}\) (\(p < 0.05\)). Running showed higher peaks than the other gaits. All peaks increased linearly with speed, with significant differences between 4.17 m s\(^{-1}\) and the other speeds in the N shape and the second M shape peak (\(p < 0.01\)). The first M peak increased with speed but with a less significant trend, whilst the valley was speed independent.
Figure 2. Ground reaction force vertical peaks (as a fraction of BW) in the three gaits (W, walking; R, running; RW, race walking) at increasing speed (m s\(^{-1}\)) are shown. M and N refer to race walking M shape and N shape groups, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the antero-posterior (Fx) peaks in the three gaits. Braking and propulsive peaks increased linearly with speed and with the same values in walking and running, whereas race walking reported higher braking than propulsive peaks (\(p < 0.001\)) in both groups at each speed. The braking peak was significantly lower (\(p < 0.05\)) in the M shape than the N shape except for 3.33 m s\(^{-1}\) where the M shape peak was higher and at 3.89 m s\(^{-1}\) that was not different.

Figure 3. Antero-posterior peaks (as a fraction of BW) of ground reaction force in the three gaits (W, walking; R, running; RW, race walking) at increasing speed (m s\(^{-1}\)) are shown. “Brake” is braking peak; “prop” represents propulsive peak. M and N refer to race walking M shape and N shape groups, respectively.
In Figure 4A, the difference between Fy medial and lateral peak are shown: walking and running Fy increased in a similar fashion linearly with speed, and race walking always showed higher values (significant differences among groups only at 3.89 m s\(^{-1}\) \((p < 0.001)\)); in Figure 4B, the amplitude of medial and lateral peaks in race walking were almost speed independent. Also, across several speeds, the first lateral peak was significantly higher than the second one. In the N shape group, the medial peak was also greater than the lateral, whereas in the M shape group, the lateral and medial force peaks were comparable. The N shape group often showed significantly greater peak values than the M shape one.

Figure 4. (A) Ground reaction medio-lateral “delta” force (as a fraction of BW), expressed as the peak-to-peak force difference, for the three gaits (W, walking; R, running; RW, race walking) at increasing speed (m s\(^{-1}\)) are shown. (B) Peak medial (med) and lateral (lat) force (as a fraction of BW) during race walking at increasing speed (m s\(^{-1}\)). M and N refer to race walking M shape and N shape groups, respectively.

Figure 5A (M shape group) and b (N shape group) shows the timing of the peaks, valley and inversion of the vertical, antero-posterior and medio-lateral ground reaction forces in relation to the normalised stance phase for each speed tested. Most of the variables did not show speed dependency,
since their relative timing across speeds did not change; however, in the N shape group, the propulsive peak at 4.17 m s\(^{-1}\) occurred significantly earlier (\(p < 0.05\)) than in other speeds. In the M shape group, the peak brake and peak lateral forces showed some timing variations, (\(p < 0.05\)). It was interesting to note that some peaks occurred together: \(Fx\) brake, \(Fy\) lateral and \(Fz\); medial \(Fy\) and \(Fx\) inversion; and \(Fx\) propulsive and \(Fy\) lateral, without differences among groups. The M shape group showed a later inversion of antero-posterior force at speed < 3.89 m s\(^{-1}\) (\(p < 0.01\)), an earlier propulsive peak at some speeds (\(p < 0.01\)), an earlier lateral peak at speed < 3.61 m s\(^{-1}\) (\(p < 0.05\)) and an earlier medial peak at high speed (\(p < 0.05\)) than the N shape group.

By comparing race walking peaks’ timing with walking and running [17], braking and vertical peaks were anticipated in race walking, whereas propulsive peak timing was similar to walking and occurred later than running.

The 3D BCoM trajectory is presented in Figure 6 in comparison with running at the same speed and walking (1.94 m s\(^{-1}\)). The race walking BCoM volume was smaller than in running and walking,
with a narrower displacement in the medio-lateral direction and smaller vertical excursion. Walking and running showed a lower minimum of the BCoM vertical trajectory compared with race walking, whereas in the upper part, walking and race walking showed the same maximum, which was lower than in running. In race walking, BCoM was in the lowest part of the trajectory during stance, as in running, without showing the arc of circle characteristic of walking during the stance phase. The set of equations, based on the Fourier Series (truncated at the 6th harmonic), needed to describe the BCoM 3D trajectory of race walking (for example at 3.61 m s\(^{-1}\)) is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y \\
  z \\
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
  5.017\sin(2t - 0.609) + 0.296\sin(4t - 2.219) + 0.191\sin(6t + 1.380) \\
  5.080\sin(t + 0.000) + 0.491\sin(3t + 2.362) + 0.148\sin(5t - 1.778) \\
  14.421\sin(2t + 1.250) + 2.069\sin(4t + 0.578) + 0.371\sin(6t - 0.906) \\
  + 1.865\sin(t + 1.011) + 0.130\sin(3t - 2.211) + 0.054\sin(5t - 2.107) \\
  + 0.203\sin(2t - 0.610) + 0.052\sin(4t - 1.232) + 0.025\sin(6t - 2.281) \\
  + 2.957\sin(t - 2.110) + 0.554\sin(3t + 2.859) + 0.113\sin(5t + 2.357)
\end{bmatrix},
t = 0 \rightarrow 2\pi
\]

where x, y, and z are the antero-posterior, medio-lateral and vertical axis, respectively. This kind of equation was used to represent the walking, running and race walking BCoM trajectory in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. 3D representation using the Fourier Series of the Body Center of Mass (BCoM) trajectory of walking (1.94 m s\(^{-1}\)), race walking and running (2.78 m s\(^{-1}\)). The mean contours (in black) have been shifted in the antero-posterior and medio-lateral axes (x and y, respectively) to better appreciate the 2D projection (in grey) on each plane. Black arrows on the contour projections in the XZ plane represent the BCoM dynamic movement along the trajectory, which is counter-clockwise for walking and clockwise for race walking and running. Progression direction is shown by the black arrows on the antero-posterior (x) axis, and the axes thickness is 0.02 m.](image)

4. Discussion

This paper described and analysed the race walking ground reaction forces patterns in the three planes of motion at increasing speeds. The GRF peak values were comparable with the paired speeds of previous studies in literature [13–15,19], with a few discrepancies which are discussed below.

4.1. Speed Adaptation

The speed increased vertical peaks almost linearly and the second peak in the M shape race walking group was more affected than the first one (Figure 2). On the contrary, the valley results were speed independent (Figure 2). The peak propulsive and braking forces also increased with
speed and the braking peak was always greater than the propulsive peak, whereas the timing of the inversion was not affected by speed (Figure 3). The braking peak is expected to be passive in race walking as explained by the “locked-knee” rule, but since the braking and propulsive impulses were the same (as they should for the constant speed), such a peak force asymmetry seems to suggest a strategy to minimize peak muscle involvement in the propulsive phase. Medio-lateral forces, both in absolute terms or expressed as peaks difference, were similar at increasing speed (Figure 4), and this suggests that the leg and trunk muscles do not need to increase their activity when speed increases, as the body centre of mass trajectory was not further laterally deviated. Such speculation is supported from a gait optimisation perspective, as a lateral deviation with respect to the progression direction has been shown as an avoidable and functionally ineffective feature in all animal gaits (apart from penguins [20]). Timing of peaks, when expressed as stance percentage, was speed independent except for few variations (Figure 5). This is a typical gait stereotype, which could be beneficial from a motor learning perspective [21], since, in this way, athletes do not have to change their pattern to gain speed but only perform it faster. In fact, when increasing speed, the contact time is reduced [22], and the gait events are anticipated in absolute timing. Since the majority of the peaks increased with speed, as occurred in walking and running [17], comparison within the same gait or with other gaits should be performed only at matched speed.

4.2. Race Walking versus Walking and Running

When comparing GRFs across race walking, walking and running, some differences were found. Vertical forces were higher in running, whereas race walking peaks seemed to increase with speed following the same trend of walking values at higher speeds (Figure 2). However, while in walking, the valley values dropped under body weight and decreased with speed; in race walking, the valley values were slightly higher than body weight and speed independent (Figure 2). In walking, the trough drops under body weight due to the “centrifugal reaction force” caused by the arc of circumference quickly travelled by BCoM during the stance phase [23,24]. In race walking, the BCoM during stance does not move along a circle with leg length as radius [11], but lowers down as in running. This could explain why the trough in vertical force signal does not drop under body weight; however, this hypothesis does not explain why an M shape pattern is exhibited, as in walking, whilst the BCoM pathway is similar to running. Also, both vertical peaks occurred earlier than walking with a timing similar to running (for the first). When considering the vertical forces, running is the most stressful gait due to the highest peaks. Race walking propulsive peaks were comparable to running, differently, the braking peaks were higher than running (Figure 3). The inversion between braking and propulsive in race walking occurred earlier than in running, and a shorter braking time involves a higher peak. The propulsive peak timing occurred as in walking, but later than running (Figure 5). This could be advantageous to avoid rapid changes in force production but required a constant average activation.

The medio-lateral forces (expressed as delta peaks) in race walking showed the lowest values as in the other gaits, but they were higher than walking and running (Figure 4). This is probably due to the kinematics of the pelvis, which shows a medio-lateral excursion in order to accept the straight knee from heel strike to midstance [22,25,26]. The first lateral peak was simultaneous with the vertical peak, as occurred in walking and running, and the medial peak, which was the greatest, was in line with braking–propulsive inversion.

The BCoM trajectory shows some interesting features of race walking compared with walking and running. At first, the volume was smaller than the other two gaits with less excursion in the medio-lateral direction, which is not expected when considering the great excursion of the pelvis, typical of this gait [22]. However, the BCoM is the weighted mean of all the segments, and a single segment could bring a remarkable bias in the estimated BCoM trajectory [11]. The vertical displacement showed a higher minimum than both walking and running. This can be explained by the race walking rule that requires the knee to be straight during the stance phase. In this phase, BCoM lowers its trajectory as in running, without the knee flexion, race walking BCoM is mechanically forced to stay on
a higher trajectory. In walking, when increasing speed, the minimum reaches smaller values. Walking and race walking, at slow speed (2.78 m s$^{-1}$), show the same upper limit in BCoM trajectory. When speed is increased, flight time occurs also in race walking and the maximum is slightly higher, without approaching running values; whereas, the minimum is almost unchanged. The crossing point between the right and left part of the contour in race walking occurs in the upper part as in running, whereas in walking, it is located in the lower part. Also, the potential and kinetic mechanical energies are in phase as in running, whereas in walking, they are out of phase. The symmetry values on the three axes showed a behaviour similar to walking and running. However, a greater number of strides is necessary to give an appropriate description of the symmetry behaviour at increasing speed also in race walking. In conclusion, the BCoM contour of race walking resembles the running pattern, even when no flight time is present, with a smaller excursion.

4.3. Different Vertical GRF Groups

Besides the vertical peaks’ difference, the clustering of M and N shape athletes showed other small differences in anterior-posterior and medio-lateral forces in the first part of the stance phase, before the braking–propulsion inversion. The braking peak was higher in the N than in the M shape group and the lateral force pattern was less homogeneous with a delayed peak in the N shape group.

Fenton [14] suggested that the magnitude and timing of the vertical peak was an index of smoothness and “fluidity” of the stride. Moreover, the absence of a second vertical peak would direct the force more in the progression direction, on the contrary, a vertical force would cause a vertical displacement that could end in flight phase [14]. In our data, both groups (M and N shape) showed the same first vertical peak, therefore, they should have the same stride “fluidity”. As for the vertical displacement, the double integration of acceleration in both groups did not show any appreciable difference in the BCoM trajectory during stance and no difference in flight time.

The different vertical GRF patterns among athletes was already pointed out by Fenton [14], and it was also evident when comparing Fenton’s with Cairns and colleagues’ [13] data [13,16]. Fenton explained this difference with athletes’ performance level: M shape athletes were the least, whereas N shape were the most trained. Despite our relatively small sample size (larger than in the Fenton paper [14]), eight athletes showed an N shape pattern and seven showed an M shape pattern: within groups, the performance level was very different; however, between groups, the level was the same (PB 10,000 m mins: M shape: 44:39; N shape 44:18). This allowed us to conclude that performance level should not be the trigger for different patterns. As shown in Figure 1, the pattern was well characterised and different across the whole range of speeds and no athlete changed it by increasing speed. A further explanation could be related to the different athletes’ techniques learnt from different coaches. When analysing this aspect, the sample size decreases even more, with just a couple of athletes for each coach; however, we found that coach technique was not the determinant of the difference either.

5. Conclusions

The present comprehensive analysis of ground reaction forces shows that race walking is a gait that shares features with walking and running. Similarly, the increase in speed is achieved by increasing force peaks, which occur at the same relative instant of the stance phase, thus, a comparison among subjects or studies should be done only at the same speed. The peculiarity of race walking kinematics and dynamics features is remarkable, also in the ground reaction forces analysis, since, differently from walking and running, athletes showed two different vertical force patterns within the same gait. These different patterns do not change the 3D trajectory of the body centre of mass and related spatiotemporal parameters, and do not seem to be related to the athletes’ performance level. Further investigations are needed to understand which biomechanical factors cause these patterns. The BCoM trajectory obtained by ground reaction forces showed that race walking has the same pattern of running, even at slow speed where no flight time is present, within a smaller volume.
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